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We present experimental and numerical results about dynamical interactions of topological solitons

in a semiconductor laser with coherent injection and feedback. We show different kind of

interactions such as repulsion, annihilation, or formation of soliton bound states, depending on laser

parameters. Collisions between single structures and bound states conserve momentum and charge.

Published by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5006751

Dissipative localized structures (LSs) can form in spatially

extended nonlinear systems kept out of equilibrium. Here,

we study experimentally and numerically a nonlinear opti-

cal device with delayed feedback, where we consider the

delay as a pseudo-spatial variable. We analyze the interac-

tions, collisions, and binding of localized states.

I. INTRODUCTION

Optical Localized Structures (LSs) are localized light

pulses in time or localized beams in space. They appear in

nonlinear systems kept out of equilibrium by a continuous

flow of energy counteracting the losses (see e.g., Refs. 1–5

and references therein). These states are individually address-

able by a local perturbation, e.g., induced by an external writ-

ing beam that can, once the LS is written, be subsequently

removed. Importantly, LSs are attractors, i.e., stable solutions

towards which the system converges from a wide set of initial

conditions.6 All localized states coexist with a uniform back-

ground solution to which they are connected asymptotically.

If they are not too many, their presence only weakly affects

this homogeneous environment. They have been widely

observed in nature7–11 and they are extremely interesting

for applications. They could represent a paradigm shift for all-

optical information processing.12–20 For instance, all-optical

buffers were demonstrated using both spatial and temporal

LSs.3,16–18

In recent years, building on the strong analogies between

spatially extended and time-delayed systems (TDS),21–23 the

latter have been proposed for controlling spatial LSs,24 hosting

chimera states,25 domain walls,26–29 vortices30 and, in particu-

lar, for generating temporal LSs;31–35 see Ref. 36 for a recent

review. The idea that a time delay s is akin to a spatial dimen-

sion is rooted in the representation developed in Ref. 21 that

consists in cutting a single temporal time trace generated by a

time delayed system (TDS) into n 2N chunks of duration T
(with T’ s) and stack them into a two dimensional map. Here,

the horizontal dimension plays the role of a pseudo-spatial var-

iable representing the profile of the pulse within the n-th

period, whereas the vertical axis depicts the discrete time index

n. In some situations,22 this two-dimensional representation

can even lead to an analytic description of a TDS as a partial

differential equation (PDE) containing diffusive operators, as

e.g., Laplacian.

Temporal LSs are found in the long time delay limit,

which means that s has to be much larger than all the internal

time scales of the problem. From the strict point of view of

TDSs, these temporal LSs are somehow peculiar periodic

solutions. A short LS profile of length kLS, that is indepen-

dent of the precise value of s, is embedded into an arbitrary

large chunk of the homogeneous solution whose duration is

kHS � s – kLS. Considering these LSs as periodic solutions of

a high-dimensional dynamical system indeed permitted us to

perform the analysis of their Floquet multipliers32,34 and to

demonstrate that a solution with N independent LSs pos-

sesses N degenerate Floquet multipliers l¼ 1. Each multi-

plier corresponds to the neutral mode of translation of each

LS. Finally, in the limit s! 1, one can consider that these

LSs approach a homoclinic solution.

We recently reported on the dynamics of dissipative

optical localized states which are fundamentally phase

objects.32 Contrary to the well known “pulses of light,” these

structures consist in self-localized 2p phase rotations embed-

ded in a homogeneously locked background field. Therefore,

they draw their robustness from their topological nature and

they bring the plasticity and robustness of optical LSs to the

realm of information processing, yet in a framework in

which phase coherence is preserved. In this manuscript, we

present experimental and numerical results regarding the

interactions of such topological solitons in a semiconductor

laser with coherent injection and optical feedback. We show

different kind of dynamical interactions such as repulsion,

annihilation, or formation of soliton bound states, obtained

for different laser parameters. A peculiar three-body
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complex interaction is also observed, where the total topo-

logical charged is conserved.

II. THE EXPERIMENT

The experimental setup is based on a single transverse

and longitudinal mode Vertical Cavity Surface Emitting

Laser (VCSEL) with optical injection and delayed optical

feedback, as shown in Fig. 1.32 The VCSEL is biased at a

very high current (typically six times the lasing threshold) in

order to avoid relaxation oscillations. A grating tunable laser

is used for coherent injection, whose frequency is detuned of

about 5 GHz from the VCSEL frequency, and the amount of

injected power is of the order of a few percent of the VCSEL

emitted power. In this way, the VCSEL is phase locked to

the external forcing and set close to the unlocking transition

that corresponds from a dynamical point of view to a saddle-

node bifurcation. In this regime, the VCSEL behaves as an

neuron-like excitable system, well described by the Adler

equation,37 also called h–model in the computational neuro-

science context.38 Then, a very low reflectivity external mir-

ror (typically 1%) is placed in front of the VCSEL in such a

way to form with the VCSEL a compound cavity (about

1.5 m long) in which dissipative topological solitons are sta-

ble and can be independently addressed.32 In order to excite

them, a Lithium Niobate phase modulator is used to abruptly

shift the phase of the driving beam. In the absence of delayed

feedback, this modulations triggers an excitable pulse, i.e., a

strongly attractive homoclinic solution essentially indepen-

dent of the perturbation triggering it, provided that some

threshold is overcome.39,40 The phase space topology of

these spikes defines the localized states observed in the pres-

ence of delayed feedback acting as a space-like dimension.

Further details about the experimental set-up can be found in

Ref. 32.

In Figs. 2(a) and 2(c), we show two different experimen-

tal realisations where repulsive interactions take place. In

Fig. 2(a), we start from an initial condition with seven coex-

isting topological solitons. At round-trip 100, the central one

switches off spontaneously, and the other six solitons rear-

range their position to maximize intersoliton distance, that

changes from s/7 to s/6, as shown in Fig. 2(b). The slow col-

lective motion of all solitons (clearly not moving as a rigid

body but still heavily correlated) is attributed to spurious

electronic fluctuations in the power supply of the slave laser

(SL), which translate into fluctuations of the detuning

between the slave and the master laser (ML). Finally, in Fig.

2(c), we show another case where a perturbation is applied

(black arrow) to excite a new soliton close to an existing one

(we display here only a zoom of a part of the cavity). The

new structure is triggered at a different position, more distant

from the existing soliton, and drifts away toward the right,

that indicates a slow down in the laboratory frame.

Considering that the existence of LS in this system is

strongly related to the excitable dynamics of the standalone

nonlinear node, this repulsive interaction should be consid-

ered in relation with the refractory period following the

emission of excitable spikes.41 In the presence of delayed

feedback though, taking the point of view of spatially

extended systems, this interaction can be understood as the

result of the projection of the tail of an LS on the (neutral)

translation mode of the neighbouring one.42–44

It is worth noting that repulsion is not the only possible

behaviour observed experimentally. In Fig. 3(a), we show a

complex behavior originating when collisions take place

FIG. 1. Experimental setup. The slave laser (SL) coherently forced by the

master laser (ML) form a neuron-like excitable node (shaded area). Beam

splitters (BS) direct a part of the emitted field to the detection apparatus

and the other part to a feedback mirror (FBM) which provides a coherent

optical feedback with time delay s. Depending on the position of the FBM,

3.6< s< 12 ns.

FIG. 2. Repulsive interactions (experi-

ment). Panel (a): initial condition with

7 topological solitons. When one struc-

ture disappears spontaneously, the

others rearrange to maximize intersoli-

ton distance. Panel (b): histogram of

intersoliton distances. Blue: first 1500

roundtrips. green: last 1500 roundtrips.

Panel (c). Another experimental reali-

sation: when a perturbation is applied

(black arrow) close to an existing soli-

ton, the new soliton is repelled.
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between solitons with a different number of charges. Starting

with an initial condition with 19 topological solitons, at

roundtrip 100, a perturbation is applied to create a new struc-

ture close to an existing one. The newly created soliton

forms a bound state with its closest neighbour on the right.

This behavior (also reported in a multimode ring laser with

coherent forcing45,46) cannot be observed in a pure Adler

model describing only the evolution of the optical phase and

is related to homoclinic teeth leading to multipulse excitabil-

ity in lasers with optical injection.47,48 This composite object

(soliton molecule or double-charge soliton) moves now at a

different (smaller) velocity with respect to the other struc-

tures in the laboratory frame. This means a different slope in

the spatiotemporal diagram, which makes the molecule col-

lide with the closest single soliton on its right, moving faster.

When the collision takes place, the soliton in the middle now

forms a new molecule (or a double charged soliton) with the

single soliton coming from the right, whereas the leftmost

soliton (previously belonging to the cluster) is now free and

starts moving at higher velocity (the one corresponding to

single charged structures). This process, repeats again and

again, each time the new molecule hits a single soliton. It is

worth noting that during these elastic collisions, the total

charge is conserved. This phenomenon reminds the superso-

litons or solitons Newton craddle theoretically described in

Refs. 49–51. However, in the present case, the different

velocities are due to localized states and complexes propa-

gating at different speed and what propagates across the pop-

ulation of localized states is actually a stable compound state

as shown in Fig. 3(b), where we focus on the stable propaga-

tion of a complex during almost 100 roundtrips before it col-

lides again with one single soliton. The collision process can

be observed in detail in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d), where we show a

close-up view [Fig. 3(c)] and the speed in the chosen refer-

ence frame of each single element and of the center of mass

[Fig. 3(d)]. In a way that reminds the behavior of integrable

systems (and in this particular case, the sine-Gordon equa-

tion52), solitons emerge from collisions absolutely unper-

turbed with the exception of a shift.

III. THE MODEL

A prototypical delayed feedback model describing only

the phase dynamics has been derived in Ref. 32. Due to its

relative simplicity, it is extremely insightful and allows us to

analytically show the link between a delay differential equa-

tion and a partial differential equation in the context of this

experiment. However, it cannot describe the relaxation oscil-

lations of the electric field, a well known effect in semicon-

ductor laser physics, that heavily impact the complexity of

FIG. 3. Space-time diagrams of propa-

gation and collisions of soliton com-

plexes (experiment). (a) Bound state

formed in (2100) propagates at a differ-

ent speed with respect to the neighbour

structure, which leads to successive col-

lisions. (b) Bound states are stable until

they collide (here over 100 round-trips).

(c) Close-up view of an elastic colli-

sion. (d) Speed of each element (red,

green, blue) and of the center of mass

of the three components (cyan) in the

chosen reference frame.
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semiconductor lasers with optical forcing.53 To overcome this

limitation, we model here the optically injected semiconductor

laser with external feedback by means of the following set

of Maxwell–Bloch equations, obtained from Refs. 54–56,

neglecting the transverse dynamics (diffraction) and adding

the feedback term in the Lang–Kobayashi approximation

_E ¼ j Y þ P� ð1þ ihcÞEþ Kei/Eðt� sÞ
� �

; (1)

_P ¼ CðDÞð1þ idðDÞÞ ð1� iaÞDE� P½ �; (2)

_D ¼ c l� D� 1

2
ðEP� þ E�PÞ

� �
; (3)

where E and P are the slowly varying envelopes of the elec-

tric field and of the effective macroscopic polarization,

respectively, D is the excess of carrier density with respect

to transparency, Y is the amplitude of the injected field (taken

real without loss of generality, i.e., /inj¼ 0), hc is the fre-

quency mismatch of the injected field with respect to the

closest empty cavity resonance, a is the linewidth enhance-

ment factor, s is the external cavity round-trip time, K and /
are the feedback amplitude and phase, respectively.

The presence of the equation for the macroscopic polari-

zation P allows us to include in the model the asymmetric

gain curve typical of semiconductor media, and the functions

C(D)¼ 0.276þ 1.016 D, d(D)¼ –0.169þ 0.216 D account

for the gain lineshape and peak frequency dependence on the

carrier density D. They are obtained by fitting the micro-

scopic susceptibility of the active medium.55,56 Time is nor-

malized to the dephasing time of the microscopic dipoles sd

(typically 100 fs), whereas j and c are defined as j¼ sd/sp

and c¼ sd/sc, where sp and sc are the cavity photon lifetime

and the non–radiative carrier recombination time. Finally, l
is a parameter related to the pump current normalized in

such a way that the threshold for the solitary laser is lth¼ 1.

An advantage of the particular form chosen for the vari-

ous terms in the equation for P is that once P is adiabatically

eliminated, one recovers exactly the usual complex rate

equations

_E ¼ j Y þ P� ð1þ ihcÞEþ Kei/Eðt� sÞ
� �

; (4)

_D ¼ c l� D 1þ jEj2
� �� �

(5)

with the addition of the driving field Y and the feedback term

Kei/E(t � s).

We also note that further simplifications of Eqs. (4) and

(5) are possible. Assuming that the laser operates far from

the lasing threshold, a decoupling of the intensity-carrier

damped oscillations, the so-called relaxation oscillations,

and of the phase dynamics can be obtained. This scale sepa-

ration can be formalized, in the case of a weak optical injec-

tion and small detuning, by a multiple time scale analysis.

This procedure allowed us to reduce the dynamics to a single

delayed equation for the phase, that is reminiscent of the

Adler equation; see Ref. 32 for more details. Although the

dynamics discussed in this manuscript consists essentially in

2p-phase rotations, several potentially interesting phenom-

ena are at loss by restricting the dynamics to a phase

description. In particular, bounded states of LSs could be

generated by the presence of the oscillating tails that stem

from the presence of the relaxation oscillations. In addition,

strongly asymmetrical interactions between distant LSs that

are mediated by the carrier dynamics, see for instance Ref.

42, 47, and 57, are also potentially hindering by the phase-

only description.

Equations (1)–(3) have been numerically integrated via
a Runge-Kutta algorithm of order 7–8, assuming a time-step

dt¼ 0.1 t.u.¼ 10 fs, being 1 t.u.¼ sd¼ 100 fs. The other

time-scales of the system are 1 ns for the carrier population,

that is, c¼ 10�4, and about 2.5 ps for the electric field, corre-

sponding to j¼ 4� 10�2. The external cavity round–trip

time s is taken equal to 50 000 t.u.¼ 5 ns, corresponding to

an external cavity length of about 1.5 m. The values of cer-

tain parameters, except where differently stated, are fixed to

a¼ 3, l¼ 6, Y¼ 0.01042, and K¼ 0.00357 and /¼ 0. The

cavity detuning parameter hc is changed during simulations.

Depending on the parameter set, a topological soliton

can form spontaneously in the cavity, or it can be excited as

in Ref. 32 by imposing a phase shift to the injected field.

Several topological solitons can coexist in the cavity, as

in the experiment, for extended regions of parameters.

Multistability is a strong feature of this system, as shown in

Fig. 4, where the number of solitons as a function of the

detuning parameter hc is displayed. Starting from an “empty

cavity” (no solitons present) initial condition, solitons form

spontaneously as the detuning parameter is increased. When

the detuning parameter is decreased, the number of solitons

reduces, and a hysteretical behavior is clearly evident, with

multistability in the number of structures simultaneously pre-

sent in the cavity. In practice, the two curves in Fig. 4 indi-

cate the maximal and minimal number of LS which can be

present in the feedback loop for a given parameter set. This

behavior reminds that of tilted homoclinic snaking described

for transverse spatial systems.58–60

In general, different scenarios may appear when topo-

logical solitons interact, spanning from repulsion, to annihi-

lation or clustering, as shown in Figs. 5–7, obtained for

FIG. 4. Soliton number as a function of the detuning parameter hc. Here,

l¼ 6, Y¼ 0.01042, and K¼ 0.00357. The blue (green) curve is obtained by

increasing (decreasing) hc. No external perturbations are applied here.
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different parameters sets. The repulsive interaction shown in

Fig. 5 is extremely similar to the experimental one shown in

Fig. 2. Depending on parameters, however, this interaction

can also operate at much larger distances in pseudo-space as

shown in Fig. 6. Here, we show a change of interaction char-

acter between two existing topological solitons occurring

when the value of the cavity detuning parameter hc is

decreased abruptly during the numerical simulation, at round-

trip 20, from hc¼�2.98051 to hc¼�2.97418. The two soli-

tons were independent from each other and moving toward

the right (this means, slower with respect to the reference

frame). When hc is decreased, they accelerate and acquire a

negative slope (trajectory going towards the left, meaning

velocity higher than that of the reference frame). This alter-

ation of velocity upon variation of h substantiates the interpre-

tation of a detuning fluctuation as the origin of the common

wiggling of all LS shown in the experimental Fig. 2. More

importantly, the LS now repel each other until they reach the

maximum possible intersoliton distance equal to s/2 (close to

2.5 ns in physical units), as shown in the lower panel.

Even if this temporal separation is unexpectedly large as

compared to the system time scales and the measured refrac-

tory time of excitable pulses,41 it still matches the intuitive

expectation of simple causal interactions inferred from this

refractory time. On the contrary, Fig. 7 shows very unex-

pected, at first sight non-causal, interaction. This kind of

interaction, also visible in the experiment reported in Ref.

46, highlights the pitfall of considering a delayed system as a

mere superposition of the effects of the nonlinear node and

of a retroaction. In this sense, the link between delayed and

spatially extended systems where LSs coexist simultaneously
is particularly useful. For some parameter values, the LSs

annihilate or merge into a bound state, in contrast with the

case of sine-Gordon kinks with identical charge (see e.g.,

Ref. 52). As in the experiment, the composite structure

which forms after round-trip 150 has a markedly different

velocity with respect to the single structure.

In a delayed system, this leads to collisions as shown in

Fig. 8. As in the experiment, these collisions are complex

events which are more akin to bouncing than to crossing.

During collision, the left doublet splits. Its left part is

expelled, somehow continuing the trajectory of the single

element coming from the right, whereas the central and

rightmost bumps merge into a single compound structure

which continues the trajectory of the bound state initially

arriving from the left with a little shift, in a good agreement

with the experiment.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we showed experimental and numerical

results regarding the interaction of localized states obtained

in a semiconductor laser with coherent injection and delayed

linear feedback. In this configuration, the phase space topol-

ogy of the nonlinear element is that of a h-neuron and there-

fore localized states are strongly reminiscent of topological

solitons. Different types of interactions have been shown,

such as repulsion, clustering, annihilation, and a complex

three-body interaction very similar to the collisions taking

FIG. 5. Spatiotemporal diagram of the phase difference (numerics) showing

the repulsive interaction taking place for hc¼�2.97800, l¼ 6., Y¼ 0.01042,

and K¼ 0.00357.

FIG. 6. Numerical simulation showing a different interaction type and soli-

ton velocity for different values of hc. Upper panel: spatiotemporal diagram.

At roundtrip 20, the value of the detuning parameter hc changes abruptly

from hc¼�2.98051 to hc¼�2.97418. Lower panel: temporal evolution of

intersoliton distances: solitons repel each other and reach the maximum pos-

sible intersoliton distance equal to s/2. Other parameters are Y¼ 0.01042

and K¼ 0.00357.

FIG. 7. Spatiotemporal diagrams (numerics) showing different interaction

behaviors when a second topological soliton is written close to an existing one,

for two different values of hc. Upper panel: annihilation, for hc¼�2.98571.

Lower panel: Formation of a soliton bound state, for hc¼�2.98497. Other

parameters are Y¼ 0.01042, K¼ 0.00357.
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place in a Newton craddle. When a single soliton encounters

a biatomic soliton molecule (moving slower) it forms a new

bound state with the middle soliton. The soliton on the left

that was belonging to the biatomic molecule is now free, it

accelerates and moves away. During this kind of collision,

which we observed experimentally and numerically with the

very same features, the total soliton charge and momentum

are conserved.
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